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This work is an investj.gation in what may be termed the

philosophy of linguistics. The concern here is on two central

and integrally related issues of linguistic metatheory, as these

have been set forth wirhin generarrve granmar .;ffk;in currenrs

in American structural linguistics, both pri.or .rri 
"rlu""quent 

to

the tremendously influential advent of the forner. These are:

What is the nature and character of language structure? and,

How are grammars, theories of the st,ructure of particular ranguages,

to be justified? on what basis nury a princi-pled ehoice be made

among competing gramnars, each attributing a different structure

Eo a language?

That the issue of the justifieation of linguistic theories

cannot be disassociat.ed from views regarding the nature of language,

or the charact,er of language structure, suggests a continuing rever-

beration, in modern dress, of two ancient dichotomous perspectives

on language: rs language rnaturalI or is it rarbitrary'anc tconven-

tional'? secondly, can language be warrantedly analyzed as comprising

two distinct realms of form and meaning and the relations between thern?

The nat.ural/conventional antithesis, €.8.r as considered in the

cratylus (with respect to names and the naming relation),1 rn"y, in

one form, be saj.d co recur in the modern period in the guise of a

query, cxcending throuth the 19th and 20th centuries, concerning the

status of linguistics as a science. rntersecti^rg with Ehe rneta-

- See Rijlaarsdam (1978) for an attempt to trace the ramifications
of rhis Platonic dialogue on saussurers linguistie metatheory.
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nethodo 10 gical Natunrissenschaf t en /Geis teswis senschaf t en conf 1 ic t,

linguists, anthropologists, psychologists and philosophers have

asked whether linguistics is to be included among the natural

sciences, like biology, or among the social sciences, like

psychology (?), anthropology, or sociology, and even whether

linguistics is an "autonomous" science with its own concepts,

methods, and results, or merely an adjunct of one or more of

Ehe najor sci.ences. There is, however, one aspect of this question

concerning the disciplinary standing or affiliation of linguistics

Ehat pertains more directly to linguistic metatheory; this concerns

t'he extent to which langiiage structure is held to be primarily

a matter of biological (e.g., genetic) determination. Accordingly,

the anci-ent rnaturalt vs. 'conventional' dispute may be said to have

a cont,emporary counterpart in the on-going controversy regarding

the hypothesis, put forward most notably by chomsky, of a genetically

based "universal Gramrar", a highly speeific a priori ("bio1ogica11y

necessary") schema that sharply restricts the type of gramnar that a

child may 'acquiref, given his particular linguistic experience. For

proponents of the rnaturalr or finherentt view and those of the

biological determination one characteristically adhet.t ao some version

of the doctrine that the prinary purpose (or, indeed, 
"r.sr-,ft) 

of the

study of language is to reveal fundamental- truths about an 'innert,
rmental', oE runderlyingr reality, whether a substratum of essences or

"components of mind". Both give voice to Ehe rationalist preference
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for explanacory account,s positing a "more perfect" reality
underlying the confusing appearance of the nultitudinous diver-
sities of language and linguistic behavlor. of course, talk
about genetie endowment is certainly not interchangeable, at

least, prima facie, with talk of inherent essences. But both

do seek to situat,e the locus of fundamental language structure

outside t.he realms of history, culture, and society, real_ms

usually considered as variable and ,arbitraryr.

A perhaps more direct connection may be established between

the ancient dichotomy of--form and meaning and structuralist and

generativist metarheory. The initial steps in systematically

formalizing (i.e., renderlng explicit) language description rdere

taken, in Ehe modern period, in historical and comparative

It is no accident that Saussurer one of the

founders of structural linguistics, was a celebrated rndoeuro-

peanist. And the structuralist insistence on defining linguistic
elements as forms on the basis of their internal relations (in
terms of what Engler (L974) refers t,o as "reciprocaL differentiation"),
found a congenial ally in the descriptive practlces of anthroporogical

linguistics in the united states, whose prirnary figure, Franz Boas,

repeatedly enjoined against couching descriptions of Arnerindian

languages in a Procrustean bed of categories uncritlcally inherited
from ancienE Greek and Latin gramrnarians. For structural linguistics

I^ see Hoenigswald (1960), (1973) and the references cited rhere.

linguistics. l



the first unqualified success was the concept of the phoneme.

It was, above all, Boasr student, Edward Sapir, who insisted,

in his foundational paper on the phoneme, that phonemes could

only be defined as based upon the native speakerrs "intuitive

'placing' of the sounds (of his language) with reference to

one another'r and not, e.g., according to some a priori scale

oE the purely physical properties of sound. I ,h. very objecti-
vity of the elements set up to describe the sounds of a language

was, so iE ironically seemed, reliant upon a native speakerrs

"intuiti.ons", in particular, his perceptibte discriminations of

''samenesst or tdifferencet. Bloornfield, the other major figure

in the first generation of American structural linguistics,

stressed t,hat intersubjectivity of result required that definitions

of meaning were to be left to the special sciences; the linguistts

use of meaning was, i.n general, to be limiEed to relacing uEter-

ances to the observable circumstances in whieh they are made, €.g.,

the determination of which utterances could be considered to be

repetitions depended in part on such correlations. Among the

second generatj.on of American structural linguists, it was pre-

dominately Harris who, building on Ehe work of sapir and Bloomfield,

sought to extend the "phcnemic principle" to 'highert and thigher'

levels of linguistic el-ements. Harris, under a methodological

approach termed "distributionalism", proposed a generalization of

the principle of identification of linguisti.c elemenrs in terms

of their relations with one anoEher: linguistic elements could be

1' (t925:35-6) .



set up according to their distinct envi.ronments

(in Bloomfield's expression, their "priviledges

occurrence

occurrence").

Much misunderstood at the tine, and subsequently, Harrisr distri-

buticjnal procedures \rere often envisaged as seeking to elininate

any considerations of meaning frorn ringuistic analysis, and even

as proposing to replace the "ingenuity'f of the lingulst.

The reLational identification of phonemes (by perceptual

contrast) and morphemes (by distribution) is rendered feasibre

by the fact that in each case, the linguist Ls dealing with a

relatively limited nr,mber of elements for each particular language:

a few dozen phonemes, perhaps a few thousand morphemes. But the

task of describing the sentences of a J.anguage -- taken as phoneme

or morpheme sequences -- seems of a different order of complexity,

for here one confronts an immense, indeed, theoretically infinite,

class of elements. It was not until around 1950 that the eonception

of a gramrnar as a theory of the sentences of a language acquired

currency in linguistics, t tr large measure due to the influence of

the. rapid development of mathematical logic in the first half of
.2Ehe centurv' In the specification of rules for recursively defining

, *'?' .t)P*'
^ Harris (195la:372-3); ms. completed in January, Lg47. Thi.s passage,

discussed below in chapter 2 $6 and chapter 5 53, is often cited(..g., Gross (L972:5) as the first indicatj.on of this direcrion of
research in theoretical linguistics. It is interesting to observe
that as late as L946, Harris deemed j.t necessary to offer an apology
for the employment of algebraic merhods in linguistic analysis:

rn view of the fact that methods as mathematical as the one
proposed here have not yet become accepted in linguistics,
some apology is due for j.ntroducing this procedure (I946 zr2z-3
fn 1).

')- Among the firsr suggestions from logicians of the applicability of
uathemati.cal logic to natural language are Rosenbloon (1950), Chaprer
4, and Qui.ne (1951); al-so influential were Carnap (1937b) and rhe work
of Lefniewski- on gramnatical categories, as reported in Ajdukiewicz
(193s).

of

of
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well-formed expressions and rules of proof pernitting the derivation

of certain well-formed expressions from others, mathematical logic

furnished a promising model for linguists who incorporated both the

aim of devising effective procedures for determining whether word

sequences of arbitrary length and cornplexity were well--formed sen-

Eences of a language and that of showing how certain sentences may

be related to others via a derivational procedure. The provision

of such rules, it was widely maintained, would thus be a means of

exhibiting what could be termed tthe structuret of a language, where

a language is now conceived as an in principle infinite set of sentences.

It is in proposing the general form of a solution to the problem facing

the grarmnarian, in the words of Quine, that of accounting for what. could

be in the language on the basis of what is observed to be in the lan-

guage, that the influence of rnathematical logic has been paramount.

The problem of the justification of grarnrnars is accordingly bound

up intrinsically with the problem of "projectionrl. However, since the

set of sent.ences of a language can be neither anteriorly nor indepen-

dently demarcated, it is not obvious what can serve as a criterion of
t [4*tlt'**-]

I grarunariea],r success. One widely-emulated reply has been to urge that.\-./-
\----l

such a grannar of the sentences of a language reconstructs, in explicit

terms, a native speakerts "intuitive sense of gramuraticalness", thus

again tying the objectivity of the elements and operations upon these

defined in a gramm-r to some domain of discriminat,ive behavior

evidenced by speakers of a language. A grarnnar purporting to specify

'a11 and only' the sentences of a language may thus be considered



to be a theory of linguistic intuition in more or less the same sense

that. a system. of phonemes can lay claim to being a theory of the
t

intuitive perception of sameness or difference of sounds. Yet

fundamental questions remain. Are the linguistic intuitions of the

speaker intuitions of a linguistic form apart from content or meaning?

And what is meant by "form" and "content" or "meaning"? Can linguistic

intuitions be reconstructed in a theory which has no semantic terms

among its primicives? And, even if answers to these questions

are provided, still more perplexing difficulties remain. Because of the

often unclear and conflicting character of empirical data attesting

tg the native speakerts inEuitions, this data may not be decisive in

guiding a choice among competing gramntical proposals. hd, in any

case, how can such data provide a basis for selecting a granmar which

is considered Eo be a theory of an infinite set of sentences? under

these circumstances, how can a principled choice be made among competj.ng

grammars, each attributing a different structure of a language?

Originating in structural linguistlcs and in the context of

Quiners influential attack on rthe theory of meaningt, generative

grannar has given a set of answers to these questions which to many

have seemed quite persuasive, if only because of the perceptible

absence of a clearly formulated alternative. Starting from its

first formulation, generative gramnar has maintained that grammars

are theories of "intuitions of linguistic form" to which notions of

meaning are qui'te litera11y irrelevant. since granmars are Ehus

I



formal theories, having no semantic terms among their primitives,

generative granunar has maintained, until quite recently, that the

choice of a tbest' gramrnar from among empirically indistinguishable I

grammars is also to be a purely fonnal rnatter. Justification is

therefore, in part, the province of a formal metagrafltrnar, a general

theory of 1-anguage structure, which constrains the notion of tgrarunart

and, in principle, incorporates a mechanical procedure by means of

which a highest valued (in terms of the algorithm of selection) grammar

is determined. The development of such a metagranmar proceeds hand

in hand with the construction of granmars sf particular languages.

Within a few years, Chomsky argued that such a conception of language

strucEure could be taken as an explanatory hypothesi.s concerning the

mechanism responsible for a childts acquisition of a first language.

More recenEly, the implications of these views are clearly drawn.

Linguistics is properly part of biology, evenEually to disappear

as a separate science altogeEher as new kinds of evidence, directly

bearing on the naEure of the posited biological endowment for

language becomes available. Linguistic theories -- grarmars con-

strained by the highly specific principles of this biological

endovrment, "Universal Grammartt, -- are "internallv represented"

in che 'fmind/brain" of the language user. Grammars, now termed

"internalized languages", are "real world objects situated in

I' I..., "externally adequate" or "descriptively adequate"; see Chapters
3 and 4.
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space-Eime and entering into causal relations with other object.s".

The regularity and patt,ering of language is, in an interesting --

indeed, uni.quely interesting -- sense, determined by the biological

endowment for language of the hurnan species. Talk about language

structure is therefore talk about these genetically constrained

real world objects, for which alone a truth clain can be made. _0n

Ehe otbeg_tr44{, under a non-biological conception of structure, no

truth claims are advanced, and linguistic dat,a are merely arranged

according to one or another conventional purpose. Moreover, in so j
"\prfar as a claim is nade concerning the correctness of a theory of g"t

N
l-anguage structure, it ie to be understood, perhaps agaj-nst the of 

4
\.L

, declared intentions of the issuers of such claims, as perraining . ngJ/"\ '+ bt'b
'\ao the child's init,ial endor.rnent for language. A 'best' granmar d

is to be selected by const,raining the class of grammars compatible

with Ehe "primary linguistic data" of the childrs ambient linguistic

experience. I'lethodologically, the principles of Universal Grammar

are to be determined through the examination of "sample data" in

various languages which are accounted explained according to whether

Ehey are in agreement with a particular rule or princi-ple consErained

in the specified manner -- in which case the rule or principle is held

to be Part of the "attained mental staEe" of the competent language user.

This account has served as t.he focus of a 1arge, vocal, and con-

tinuing conEroversy, aigued on many leve1s and with various degrees

of coherence. As a result, much discussion of linguistic metatheory
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has been and remains oriented around it. To fix ideas and to set

the stage for posing an alternative coneeption of language structure

and Ehe justification of grannars, we wi11, in what follows, continue

this practice. Chapter 3 53 and Chapter 4 of this thesls constitute

an extended argument against generative grammar. Ilowever, because of

the relatively underdeveloped state of the historiography of American

linguistics in the period under di.scussion, and, as well, out of a

general conviction that a doctrine is best scrutinized by situating

it within a particular context of origin, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 $2
q'

examine the inmediate background of generative grarunarr/ ln the

d'iscussi.ons of linguistitr meEatheory of structural linguistics and

in certain philosophical views concerning linguistic methodology

and Ehe role of simpliciEy in theory construction and choice. Our

perception is that there has been a failure to define, or to obtain

requisice clari-ty about, certain foundational issues in linguistic

theory, in large measure due to a misconception of alternatives. The

purpose, therefore, of che nainly critical and exegetical material

of Chapters 2, 3, and 4 is to establish additional motivation for

the theory of language structure sketched in Chapter 5 and to provide

a basis for considering an application of that theory to a part.icular

sublanguage of a science, outlined in Chapter 6. Chapters 5 and 5

thus reverse direction, turning attention Eo a reconsiderat.ion of the

role of meaning, and the use of meaning, in theories of language

strueEure and to Ehe character of justification of linguistic theori.es.
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In general, the historical considerations of Chapters 2 and 3 are

intended to cover only certain (mainly metatheoretical) issues within

strucEuralism and the first stages of generative graruuar; the further

remarks in Chapter 4 regarding Chomskyts subsequent work and other

work in generative grarrrmFr trace only the broad outlines of this

later development,, and are certainly not put fonrard as a full

historical Ereatment, a task outside the scope of this work.

In Chapter 2,. based on an examination of some fundamental texts

of the period, an understanding emerges of the relation of generative

grannar to its structural.ist antecedents which is markedly different

from t.he widely reiterated account initiated by partisans of generatj.ve

grarmar. The foundational problems of linguistic metatheory \Jere very

much at the forefront of discussions in structural linguistics, contrary

to characterizations that label this work "laxonomic". llere also we

nlay see that the blanket attribution Co American structuralism of a

principle that linguistic form could be identified and studied wirhour

regard for meaning, or that the goal of linguistic metatheory was

the provi.sion of "mechani.cal discovery procedures" for grammars of

particular languages, are quite without foundation. The prevalence,

not only among the succeeding generation of linguists inspired by

chomsky, but also among some European linguists of the same genera-

tion as Harris, Bloch, wells, and Hockett, of what textual evidence

reveals to be a misinEerpretation of Anerican structuralism has seemed

puzzrLng to some readers of this chapter. After all, if che weight of

Eextual support is so one-sided in favor of the revisionisg yipw nra-
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sented here, how in fact did the misperception arise and become

the standard view of what, Arnerican structuralism was about? I

have noE atEempted to provide a sat,isfactory ansner to this query;

to do so would require, inter alia, a rather more elaborate historical

treatment. and, presumably as well, a detailed analysis and understandj.ng

of the process of group formation in science, in particular, in social

science. In recent years it has become a cormonplace to distinguish

between what might broadly be termed the repistemological' and the

rsociological' aspects of change in science. Much less comrnon are

illuminating in-depth studies of how, in particular instances, the

lines of a dispute are drawn and how it is that a particular outcome

ensues. The story of American lj-nguistics from 1950 to the present

seems an especially inviting domain for such a study.

Chapter 3 reviews two proposals concerning the role of meaning in

linguistic analysis. The first, thaE of Quine's essay of 1951 entitled

"The Problem of Meaning in Linguistics", provides a context for evaluating

Ehe second, Chomskyrs The Logical Structure of Linguist,lc Theory, dated

June, 1955, which is the first najor progranmatic statement of generative

granmar. rn Ehis work, Ehe doct,rine of the "autonomy of syntax" is

first argued for on the grounds that semanEic notions are literally ir-
relevant to the determination of grammatical structure. These argumenEs,

'ti
15 years later, are still cited as conclusive, and so our consideration of

them has more than purely historical interest. This early work also puts

1'An example of a study of this kind, treating the case of plate tecdtonics
cheory , is }lesseri ( I985 ) .
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forward the proposal that the justification of gramnars of particular

languages requires the notion of a metagrarrr'nar, a general theory of
i

language st.ructure, whlch, if explicitly fo:mu1ated, structurally

constrains the graunurrs formulated in accordance with it. Significantly,

however, the construction of a metagrarqmar ls conceived as proceeding

hand ln hand with the construction of granrmars of partLcular languages.

After an initial consideration of the sense ln whlch a llnguistic

theory or granmar may be said to be a theorectlcal representation of

linguistic capacitles, Chapter 4 proceeds to trace the metatheoretical

evolution of generat,ive gramnar from an lnitial goal of recursively

enumerating the sentences. of a language to a more recent phase where

"sample data" (sentences) are partitioned accordlng to whether they

are explicable by a "core grarunar", 8D attalned system of mentaL

representations whlch results as the "parametersrr of the principles

of an initially endowed universal granflEr are fixed by the linguistic

experience of the child language learner. On examination of some

representati.ve arguments concerni.ng "sample data", it may be doubted

that the "interacting subsyslemsrr view of universal granmar, according

to which different components or modules -- some of which exist, in

the present theory, in little more than name only -- "interact" to

produce the form of the sample data, is amenable to empirical control.

Increasingly, the character of justlficatory claims rely on a so-called

'plausibility argumentr to the effect that a child could not possit'-y

have learned the rule or principle a11egedl-y exhibited in the sample data;
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the existence of the rule or pri-nciple ls therefore held to be

due to the innate constraints on the form of granmrars whlch can

be acquired by the child language learner. And, as in the lnltial

formulation of generatlve granrnar, the construction of a grarn'qatical

metatheory is carrled out in tandem with the attempt to gramEtically

characterize the data of particular languages. But without a compre-

hensive attempt to describe data in a single language (e.9., by

systematically examlning large numbers of lexical iterns) under a

closed set of constraints governing grarruar construction, meta-

grarmFtical proposals concerning principles of "unlversal graunar"

have become lnextricably..linked to particular data, runnlng the

risk that the proposed constraints are only artlfacts of that data,

i.e., of particular Lexical items.

Chapter 5 attempts to shohr how linguistic meaning, or an important

aspect of linguistic meaning, can be assimilated to a Inaturalizedr notion

of informalion, which stands opposed to cognate notions that seemingly

presuppose or tacit,ly assume the existence of a "first philosophy". fh"
elements of graurmatical description cannot be stipulated, on pain of

regress, according to a prior system of categories, i.e., in an

external metalanguage whose structure is not itself explicabJ-e as

that of a natural language. In analogy with the 'phonemic principler,

identification of gramaticaL elements is reliant upon the relation

of "reeognizable repetltion" -- whether a speaker considers tlro utterances

or occurrences of language as repetitions of'the samer element. Granmars,
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in turn, characterize those sequences of elements which can occur

as recognizably well-fo::med, in distinction to those that cannot.

A th'eory of language structure is an expliclt theory of the constraints

on the graunatical characterization of these restrlctlons on combina-

tions of eleuents, or departures from free combinabllity, which nay

be termed redundancies of combination. Since the different elements

of gramatical descrlption rnust each fmake a differencet, 1.e., be

recognizably distinct, the grauunatical characterlzation should not

contribute to the redundancy lt seeks to describe, for example,

by differently descrlbing two occurrences of the same element.

These twin aspects of redundancy -- of restrictlons on combinations

of elements which are not elirninable wlthout a recognlzabLe difference,

and of unitlng under a connon descrl.ptlon all occurrences that tsay

the samet -- s.rggest that the characterization of language structure

is a representation of information. In this regard, the familiar

metaphor of language 'carrying' information, wlth the attendent irnplica-

t,ion that information is discernible as such, prelinguistically or

prerepresentationally, is a misleading relic of the ancient form/meaning

dichotomy.

In a recent theory of language structure, due to Harris, linguistic

meaning may be reconstlucted as predicatlon-created inforrnation in terms

of three constraints governing word combinations: a partially-ordered

predicational word dependence (operator/argument) requirement, a relation

of gross differences in likelihood ('expectability') of occurrence of an
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operator for the various members of its argument word classes, and

a relation of reduction in the phonemic shape of a sentence on grounds

that an entering word has a very high llkelihood of co-occurrence for

words of Lts argument classes already rpresentt in the sentence. Section

3 of Chapter 5 presents a case that a graFrnar of English constructed

in accordance wi.th these constraints can be seen as the culmination

of a long series of preuious attempts to axiomatically describe the

sentences of English, showing how transformations may be reformulated

in terms of the entry and reduction system.

Now regarding language structure as a structure of predication-

created Lnforuation, a r5ther different approach to the justification

of grarmars ls suggested and illustrated in Chapter 5, drawing on

prior results obtained by application of the theory surveyed ln

Chapter 5 to a corpus of texts in a subfield of a science. Expl_oiting

the additional restrictions of word combinations of sentences occurring

j.n connected discourse and, in particular, in the restricted semantic

domain of research reports concerning a problern in the formative years

of cel1u1ar irrnunology, informational formulas -- particular sentence

t,yPes and sequences of these -- can be constructed that.are in inspectable

agreement with the known developments and results in this scientific

subfield. The formulas of information comprise, in effect, a tgrammar'

of this subfield, demarcating an inqrunology subl-anguage and representing,

in a compact and in many ways, quite precise Banner, what night reasonarrly
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be terrned e fstructuref for thls area of a sclence. In
this, the endpolnt of our investigatlons of llngulstlc uethod

and llngulstlc metatheorr uay be to inaugurate a new, but not

completely unfores."rrrl approach to the hlstory and phllosophy of

science.

I- Carnap (1937b), parE V 'rphllosophy and S1mtax".


